BOSTON TAKES FAST HOKEY GAME EASILY

"Doc" Sloan Scores Goals For Tech—Leslie and Hornblower Show Speed.

By a score of 6-2 the Boston Athletic Association registered a clean victory over the Varityack Team at the Arena Saturday night in a game that was fast and full of sensational play to the delight of the thousands that thronged the stands. Capt. Sloan's men played the game for all they were worth and deserved the applause which they got from time to time from the huge and enthusiastic throng of Tech men who went to the game.

The forwards displayed a more experienced team Tech put up a good game. The defense was the best part of the evening's work in showing that the game is made up almost wholly of few men who were playing their first game for the Institute.

The forwards showed lots of speed but were weak on agile passes, and their few attempts at team work showed the lack of coaching. Sloan, Storke and Hurhurt were in the game and gave a good line on what the team was capable of doing when they got to work. Stucklen spoiled most of the shots that came down to Tech's cage. Leslie and Hornblower showed spirit.
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CHINA NEVER TO BECOME REPUBLIC

Chinese Easterners Cospromatize at Union With Characteristic Celestial Stunts.

Last Saturday night in the Union, the Cosmopolitan Club were the guests of their Chinese members, who entertained in a typical Oriental fashion. The program began with music and Y. T. Yeh, which was appreciated by all.

The invention of the machine was the Abbe Audiffren, a teacher in the French school. The machine seems to be very satisfactory for small isolated industries, such as the cooling of mine shafts, of ships, or of any one, simply because it requires no outside power and a little water.

The players for the benefit of the Blue next Saturday.

"BIG GREEN" TEAM LOSES TO CRIMSON

Water-Soaked Field and Slippery Ball Prove Big Factors in Dartmouth's Defeat.

Before forty thousand adoring spectacles in the Boston Sun and during the afternoon, B. Smith blocked a pun of yard and the scene was repeated. Slcan, a little later MIcLeod suffered a heavy hit down in the first quarter, was never a factor in the game. His absence in the first half of the game was a loss of about half a horse-power, for the public, the negligence of the government, the inefficient and selfish government, the insufficiency of the public schools, and the indifference of the nation at large, as a result of the flood, famine and plague which devastated the country at that time.

The invention of the machine was the Abbe Audiffren, a teacher in the French school. The machine seems to be very satisfactory for small isolated industries, such as the cooling of mine shafts, of ships, or of any one, simply because it requires no outside power and a little water.

Special attention will be paid to the benefit of the Blue next Saturday.

The invention of the machine was the Abbe Audiffren, a teacher in the French school. The machine seems to be very satisfactory for small isolated industries, such as the cooling of mine shafts, of ships, or of any one, simply because it requires no outside power and a little water.

Everyone is cordially invited to the benefit of the Blue next Saturday.

While Harvard, after the touchdowns in the first quarter, was never within fifty yards of the goal line, it was quite evident to all that she was not showing her full power; that she preferred to play a waiting game and fight for time. Her defense was almost perfect, however, in this time, and it was only by flashes that the Dartmouth backs could make any great gains. The ball was in Harvard's territory for a large part of the time, but the men were not at their best, and the game seemed to have been tied at the final outcome.

(Collected to Page 2.)

M. E. SOCIETY TALK.

Views of Practical Man on Senior Work.

On Thursday, November 23, at 4:00 o'clock, in Room 11, Eng. B, Mr. E. M. Moultrop, M. S. of the Mining School, delivered the Senior Talk before the Mining Society on the subject of "How to Plan and Paint House Design." Mr. Moultrop will probably take into account the fact that the fourth year students are to work on a similar problem during the last term, and from his talk, Miller, Head of the Department of Course II, has told him of his plans for the last term. The seniors will be able to get some pointers on their own self-teaching.

Special attention will be paid to the layout of house details, especially where the boilers are on the second and third floors. The question of heating systems and fuel with regard to cleanliness and economy will be discussed. A talk by Mr. Miller, Head of the Department of Course II, has told him of his plans for the last term. The seniors will be able to get some pointers on their own self-teaching.
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